Literacy Medium Term Year Group:
Planning
4
Term:
Autumn

Teacher:
Mrs Dawson / Mrs Jackson
Core Text:
BFG – Roald Dahl
Genres covered:
Newspaper Report – To inform
Alternative Chapter – To entertain
Non-Chronological Report about Giants – To
inform
Haiku - To entertain
Writing purposes

KS2 – Year 3/4 – To entertain and to inform once per half
KS1 – Visit each purpose once per term, building on skills term until Spring/ Summer term when introduce persuade
of previous unit.
and discuss.
5/6 - Discussion and persuasion units from Spring term
building on previous learning in LKS2.

Phase 1 – Reading, Vocabulary
& Drama
Collect
Purpose: To explore and learn the skills of
writing through reading as a writer, deepen
understanding and promote spoken
language and Standard English.

Phase 2 – Planning and
Developing Ideas
Connect

Phase 3 – Drafting & Editing
Create

Purpose: To support the structure Purpose: To write a first draft and improve using
and composition of the children’s outcomes specific to the task.
writing and organise and develop
ideas.
-Children should write as readers and be constantly
reminded of their purpose and audience for their writing.
-Writing outcome, audience and purpose
-After initial reading and ripping of
-Children should be reminded of the WAGOLL and be
should be shared with children at the start of a the text, WAGOLL and other good
given the end of unit expectations for their written outcome
new writing unit.
writing examples, the teacher
(genre-specific skills / KPIs and PIs).
-Teacher to share a high quality WAGOLL,
should model and demonstrate and -Extended pieces of writing are in-depth marked and
which has been hand-written to show children teach children composition. This
children are given Think Pinks and/or Challenges to correct
the expectation of the end of unit writing
should include: sentence structure
GPS and improve their writing in some way. This may just
outcome and includes the key features of the
and manipulation of clauses; a
be individual sentences or complete sections of the text,
checklist (which forms the majority of the
range of punctuation that is aimed at e.g. introductory paragraph.
teaching sequence and GPS).
the age of the children and possibly -Children are given the opportunity to reflect on the
-The unit outcome checklist is to be created
higher to differentiate; structure and progress they have made. Encourage children to use the
based on the NC objectives for each year
organisation of the text;
checklists to identify what features they have used and the
group and the key skills that have been
manipulation of vocabulary and
impact that these have had on the reader. Reflection
identified as the needs of your class/individual language features to hook and
comments in books show pupil voice and explicitly express
groups.
engage the reader.
individual learning and progress.
-Whole class shared reading and guided
-The planning and build-up of writing
reading form the focus of this part of the
should be integrated within the
Phase 4 – Published Outcomes
sequence as children are saturated in high
teaching sequence and broken
quality examples of the genre.
down to enable the children to
-Vocabulary collections begin to be generated eventually create a complete piece
Purpose: To present the final piece of writing to a high
as children ‘magpie’ writer’s expert words and of writing.
phrases. The working wall begins to develop
-Sensational sentences, GPS skills, standard.
these collections alongside generalised
KPIs and PIs should be
-Writing should be published on paper and presented to a
sentence structure and composition taken
incorporated and linked where
high standard. Teacher should model and demonstrate the

from the text, modelling and starters.
Talk for Writing
-Children are given opportunities to learn a
range of drama techniques which will allow
them to explore character, setting and
themes. Vocabulary continues to be collected
as the children generate this through
characterisation, the development of plot or
cohesive text structure. This is where
composition is orally rehearsed.
Use this phase flexibly to meet what the
children will need during the writing phase
and revisit if needed.

Written
Outcome

Fiction
Non-Fiction
Poetry

Written
Outcome:
Newspaper
report to
inform public
of kidnapping
of Sophie and
sightings of
giants.

possible.
-Shared, supported, guided and
collaborative writing takes place
throughout this phase and
opportunities are provided for
children to develop in detail
individual sections of the text,
depending upon the focus (unit
outcome and the children you are
teaching).
-Washing lines and working walls
are used to show individual sections
that build up to a whole text, which
are a mixture of the teacher’s and
children’s work.

Teaching Points

Key vocabulary: From
Appendix 1:
appear, enough,
experience, forwards,
horrified, incredulous,
consider, important,
imagine, occasionally,
separate, various,
purpose, learn, probably,
possession, peculiar,
Disappear, illegal,
impossible, immoral,
impossible, impatiently,
reappear, information,

cursive script and what is expected in regards to
presentational devices, depending on the writing outcome.
-Children should be taught how to present their work in
different ways and decorate as appropriate – creativity
should be encouraged and shared.
-Publishing may be taught in the Literacy lessons or on an
afternoon in replace of a non-foundation subject as writing
is our key priority.
-The paper should be cut to fit neatly in books and where
possible, children’s work should be displayed in the
classroom and around the school.

Learning journey across unit –
Collect (word) connect (sentence)
Create (edit and improve/ written outcome
/ reflection and evaluation)

Collect:
Read the beginning of the text/ show children the
opening of the BFG film
Analyse the features of a newspaper report. Look at
purpose and impact of features: Headline, byline,
lead paragraph, main paragraph, quote, caption.
WOLPT for additional features (Layout / person /
tense)
Investigate the use of language, structure and
presentation, and how they contribute to meaning.
(Record this in response box under text) What
conventions there are and how they contribute to
helping the reader understand.
Dive deeper into main paragraph and look at how the
language used supports the reader in understanding
the timeline. What can we infer from this? What has
the writer led us to believe? What do we know is fact?

KPI/ PI Links

Writing
4.16 I can increase the legibility,
consistency and quality of my
handwriting by ensuring that lines of
writing are spaced sufficiently so that
the ascenders and descenders of
letters do not touch.
4.7 I can discuss writing that is similar
to which I am planning to write in
order to understand and learn from its
structure, vocabulary and grammar.
4.9 I can organise paragraphs around
a theme (NF)
5Ws opening
Main Body including witness quote
Conclusion
4.12 I can proof-read to ensure
accuracy for spelling and punctuation
in my work and others’ work.

Audience:
Corngreaves
Children /
Characters
from the Text
Purpose:
To inform

angrily, gently, creature,
treasure, hideous,
enormous, scheme,
fascinate, crescent.
Scene/seen here/hear
Sentence types:
If, then; Noun, who,
which, where; Then and
Now sentence
Noun, who, which,
where:
Sophie, who is a young
girl from the orphanage,
disappeared late last
night.
Then and Now:
Security at the orphanage
used to be very tight, but
now it is clearly
inadequate.
If, then:
If anyone has any further
information, then please
contact your local police
station.
Organisation and
structure:
Byline
Lead paragraph- 5Ws,
brief, factual outline of

What do we know is fiction? How?
Paragraph 1:
Collect: identify 5 Ws to orientate the reader – what
are they? Take them from the text.
Connect: Fronted adverbials to open the paragraph –
linked to when. Noun, who, which where sentences.
Create: Develop paragraph by combining the 5 W s.
Peer feedback and then children edit and redraft.
Paragraph 2:
Collect: Identify characters who may have witnessed
an event from the text. Establish a timeline of events
for Main body for each character: what they have
seen etc… Use this timeline to develop ideas and
point of view. Develop ideas for detail for the main
paragraph, adding additional information.
Connect: Develop sentences to describe the events
in detail, using each characters’ timeline.
Create: Create paragraph, adding more detail to
information included in lead paragraph.
Children to redraft, following gallery critique.
Paragraph 3
Collect: Roleplay characters. Kagan Teams to
generate ideas from timeline, what might they see,
what might they hear, what might they do in
response. Use hot seating to interview each
character, in Kagan teams – each team member
taking on reporter or character role to generate
quotes.
Connect: Create quotation sentences using direct
speech to drop into writing.
Create: Paragraph, using speech and quotations to
give eye witness accounts.
Peer feedback, then redraft

4.14 I can choose nouns or pronouns
appropriately for clarity and cohesion
and to avoid repetition.
4.15 I can use fronted adverbials
Last night, a young girl went missing.
Yesterday, a young orphan went
missing from her bed.
Early this morning, I heard a crash in
the back garden.
4.16 I can use commas after fronted
adverbials.
See above
4.17 I can indicate possession by
using the possessive apostrophe with
plural nouns (for example, the girl’s
name, the girls’ names).
The orphans’ beds are close together,
and yet, no one heard anything.
4.18 I can use inverted commas and
other punctuation to indicate direct
speech, for example, The conductor
shouted, “Sit down!”
Geraldine Grainger, a resident in the
village, told us, “I saw a huge figure
disappear into the distance. He was
carrying a child over his shoulder… it
must’ve been that little girl.”
4.21 I can expand noun phrases by
the addition of modifying adjectives,
nouns and preposition phrases (for
example, the teacher expanded to: the
strict maths teacher with curly hair).
Sophie, a small child, with brown hair
and glasses, has been at the
orphanage since the age of two.

Reading:
4.7 Identifying themes and
conventions in a wide variety of texts.
4.9 discussing words and phrases that
capture the reader’s imagination.

events.
Main Body – further detail,
embellishment of story,
past tense, emotive
language, bias, adverbs,
relative
clauses/embedded
clauses, direct speech including witness quotes
Conclusion – Present or
future tense, what is the
current situation, ‘for
further details’
Developing paragraphing
through time.
Specific genre skills and
key features:
Sequential organisation,
past tense, third person,
levels of formality in
speech and reporting,
journalistic register,
viewpoint established and
maintained through
informative description –
adverbs, emotive
language, paragraphing
using time adverbials,
complex sentences – if,
when, although, because.

Paragraph 4
Collect: explore use of present tense and the change
for the final paragraph. Generate ideas for what the
reader needs to now know.
Connect: Develop sentences and final paragraph to
tell readers what the current situation is and who
should be contacted in case of further information
etc..
Create: Children draft and edit each paragraph in
turn. Boss Marking into final draft
Feedback and feedforward comments then publish.

4.11 checking that the text makes
sense to them, discussing their
understanding and explaining the
meaning of words in context
4.13: drawing inferences such as
inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts
and motives, from their actions, and
justifying inferences with evidence
4.15: identifying main ideas drawn
from more than one paragraph and
summarising these
4.16: identifying how language,
structure and presentation contribute
to meaning
4.23: distinguish between statements
of fact and opinion

Written Outcome

Vocabulary/ Sentence types

Fiction
Non-Fiction

Key vocabulary:
Gobbles, crunching,
chewing, swallowing,
enormous, immense,
hideous, peculiar, bloodcurdling, terrifying, earpiercing, bulging

Poetry
Written
Outcome:

Haikus about
Sentence types:
each of the
giants from the Alliteration
Hide from the hairy hands
novel
Audience:
Performance –
Timbertree /
Corngreaves
videoed
poetry, peer
critique from
partner school.
Purpose:

To entertain
and describe,

Organisation and
structure:
Lines structure and
syllable count 5 – 7- 5
The Friendfeaster
He gobbles your friends
swallowing them down
quickly
crunching all their bones.
Challenge children to turn
into a Tanka by adding 2
additional lines of 7
syllables
The Friendfeaster
He gobbles your friends

Learning journey across unit –
Collect (word) connect (sentence)
Create (edit and improve/ written outcome)
Read a range of Haikus. Discuss the features and
format in Kagan teams. What is a haiku? Look at
syllable structure and form to communicate an idea
and or describe.
Create own Haiku’s using given language and
adhering to the syllable structure.
Tweet @how to haiku to summarise understanding of
Haikus. (RDC)
Collect: children to generate language to describe a
giant, using a visual image.
Connect: Children develop phrases to describe,
noting syllable counts.
Create: Children draft, edit and combine phrases to
develop and structure a Haiku.
Children to refine by moving lines around and
exploring the impact of this on the reader.
Children then create their own Giant, and Haiku to
describe, following the same process as above.
Children choose which ones to perform to class and
record. Peer assess using a performance checklist.
Children to publish chosen Haikus.
Children to evaluate strengths in own writing, by
completing a reflection.

KPI/ PI Links

Writing:
4.10 I can identify strengths in my own
writing and suggest improvements.
4.11 I can propose changes to
grammar and vocabulary to improve
consistency, including the accurate use
of pronouns in sentences.
4. 13 I can read aloud my writing to the
whole class, using appropriate
intonation and controlling the tone and
volume so that the meaning is clear.
4.14 I can choose nouns or pronouns
appropriately for clarity and cohesion
and to avoid repetition.
Friendfeaster is 3 syllables – him is one

Reading:
4.3 listening to and discussing a wide
range of fiction, poetry, plays, nonfiction and reference books or
textbooks
4.7 Identifying themes and conventions
in a wide variety of texts.
4.9 discussing words and phrases that
capture the reader’s imagination.
4.11 checking that the text makes
sense to them, discussing their
understanding and explaining the
meaning of words in context
4.13: drawing inferences such as
inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts
and motives, from their actions, and
justifying inferences with evidence
4.16: identifying how language,
structure and presentation contribute to
meaning

using the
Haiku
structure

swallowing them down
quickly
crunching all their bones.
wiping the blood from his
chin
Don’t become the Feast!

Written Outcome

Fiction
Non-Fiction
Poetry

Written Outcome:
An alternative chapter
in the BFG
Audience:

Vocabulary/ Sentence types

Key vocabulary:
disappear, arrive,
accidentally, appear,
although, believe, breathe,
caught, consider, decide,
describe, increase, interest,
height, famous, imagine,
medicine, peculiar,
occasionally, strength,
surprise, thought, through,
therefore, question.

Timbertree/Corngreaves Sentence types:
Children
If, then; last word, first
word; Double ly ending;
Purpose:
list sentence; alliteration;
To entertain –
emotion word, comma;
personification;
description+which; Simile
sentence.
If then:

Learning journey across unit –
Collect (word) connect (sentence)
Create (edit and improve/ written
outcome)
Reading activities:
Read / watch the film up until
the point where the giant comes
in to the BFG’s cave.
Agree on an map out key events
from the film, by predicting from
details stated and implied.
Innovate ending, using story map.
Paragraph 1:
Character and Setting creation
Collect: Children to create their
own Giant. Consider name and how
it impacts on personality and his
actions/characteristics. Give him
features and accessories, using
Role on The Wall.
Collect: Use film clip to
describe the setting of the cave.
Analyse the description of the
original giant interacting with
the setting. Generate the
descriptions of the cave and the
dreams.

KPI/ PI Links

Writing:
4.3 I can place the possessive
apostrophe accurately in words
with regular plurals (for example,
girls’, boys’) and in words with
irregular plurals (for example,
children’s)
children’s giants’ residents’
4.19 I understand the
grammatical difference between
plural and possessive s.
4.9 I can organise paragraphs
around a theme in narratives,
creating settings, character and
plot.
4.12 I can proof-read to ensure
accuracy for spelling and
punctuation in my work and
others’ work.
4.15 I can use fronted adverbials
(for example, Later that day, I
heard the bad news).
I can use commas after fronted
adverbials.
Suddenly, Sophie heard a loud
bang from the street below.

Reading for pleasure
story sharing afternoon

If she looked him in the eye,
then he would surely gobble
her up immediately!
Last word, first word:
Awful! The day was turning
out to be truly awful!
Double ly ending &
personification:
She crept slowly and
carefully, in case she
attracted the giant’s
attention.
List sentence:
It was a cold, cloudy, wild,
and windy day, which
matched her current mood
perfectly.
Alliteration:
The black, beady eyes of
the Bloodbottler poked out
from beneath the giant’s
bushy eyebrows.
Emotion word comma:
Desperate, she screamed
for help!
Description + Which:
The Bloodbottler had huge
hands, which made him look
like he was carrying two
enormous spades.
Simile sentence:
His jaw looked like it had

Connect: Generate phrases which
describe the giant and the
setting. Develop these to enable
the character to interact with
the setting, using DAD. Use
characteristics of the Giant to
steer the story and their
actions.
Create: Create paragraph where
Giant enters the cave and Sophie
hides. Interweaving character and
setting, with dialogue.
Paragraph 2:
Collect: generate ideas for
Description, Action, Dialogue.
Generate and develop ideas for
what the giant is visiting for,
how Sophie hides / feelings
etc…Use these to develop
additional speech verbs, rules
for direct speech and the events
within paragraph 2, using the
film extract to guide and
innovate from.
Connect: Create sensational
sentences: Inside; outside;
simile sentence; the more, the
more; emotion word, comma;
fronted adverbial starter.
Create: Combine to create a
paragraph, telling the section of
the narrative where the Giant
challenges The BFG and Sophie

Reluctantly, Sophie followed him
into the dark cave.
4.16 I can indicate possession by
using the possessive apostrophe
with plural nouns (for example, the
girl’s name, the girls’ names).
4.17 I can use inverted commas
and other punctuation to indicate
direct speech, for example, The
conductor shouted, “Sit down!”
“I can smell the fresh scent of a
little girls!” exclaimed the
Friendfeaster.
“No…It, it, it’s just my new
potion...” stammered the BFG,
hiding Sophie behind a large
bottle, filled with a purple liquid.
4.21 I can expand noun phrases
by the addition of modifying
adjectives, nouns and preposition
phrases (for example, the teacher
expanded to: the strict maths
teacher with curly hair).
Scared and anxious, Sophie
crouched down behind the bottle
of swirling, purple liquid.

Reading:
4.3: listening to and discussing a
wide range of fiction, poetry,
plays, non-fiction and reference
books or textbooks
4.6: increasing their familiarity with
a wide range of books, including
fairy stories, myths and legends,
and retelling some of these orally
4.7 Identifying themes and
conventions in a wide variety of
texts.
4.9 discussing words and phrases
that capture the reader’s

been chiselled from stone.

hides.

Organisation and
structure:
Opening – build up –
dilemma – events –
resolution & ending,
Paragraphing for changes in
place, subject and speaker.

Paragraph 3:
Collect: Story map and complete
to create own ending to the
scene. Children to add additional
detail, using images or key
descriptive/emotive vocabulary to
move the plot on.
Connect: Children to develop
phrases to describe key events in
the story.
Create: Children to draft final
paragraph hot write), using
ideas. Paragraph to be peer
reviewed (Kind, specific,
helpful) and re-drafted.
Children to redraft, using
writing skills checklist.
Children to act on feedback
marking for final draft and then
publish.

Specific genre skills and
key features:
Figurative language to
describe,
Setting – character –
interaction - reaction
(descriptosaurus)
developing use of settings,
character and plot, creating
atmosphere and tension
through sentence structure
and choice of vocabulary,
cohesive links, using
adverbials of time, place
and manner. Varying
sentence structure through
use of prepositional phrases
and subordinating and coordinating phrases.
Written Outcome

Vocabulary/ Sentence types

Learning journey across unit –
Collect (word) connect (sentence)

imagination.
4.11 checking that the text makes
sense to them, discussing their
understanding and explaining the
meaning of words in context
4.13: drawing inferences such as
inferring characters’ feelings,
thoughts and motives, from their
actions, and justifying inferences
with evidence
4.14: increasing their familiarity
with a wide range of books,
including fairy stories, myths and
legends, and retelling some of
these orally
4.15: identifying main ideas drawn
from more than one paragraph
and summarising these
4.16: identifying how language,
structure and presentation
contribute to meaning
4.23: distinguish between
statements of fact and opinion

KPI/ PI Links

Fiction

Key vocabulary:
disappear, arrive,
Non-Fiction
accidentally, appear,
although, believe,
Poetry
breathe, caught, consider,
Written
decide, describe,
increase, interest, height,
Outcome:
famous, imagine,
medicine, peculiar,
Nonchronological occasionally, strength,
surprise, thought, through,
report on the therefore, question.

9 other giants

Audience:
Publishing
online - Roald
Dahl Website
Purpose:

Sentence types:
The more, the more
The more human aroma
the giants can smell, the
more agitated they
become.
Sentence; Position+
Place, subject + Action
sentence;
Next to the tallest
mountain, lives The Bonecruncher who is sitting
patiently waiting for his
next victim.
Organisation and
structure:

Create (edit and improve/ written outcome)
Collect: Generate questions to ask
about a giant, using a visual image as
a prompt. Children to create their own
answers in Kagan teams to create
breadth of understanding about the
character they have created.
Analyse WAGOLL to identify conventions
and layout of a non-fiction text.
Discuss impact of technical vocabulary
and generate their own, related to
giants (Genus, Species, Defence,
Family, Habitat, Diet, Distinguishing
Features etc…).
Using initial ideas, children to decide
how to group them, using subheadings
generated as a class, and supplementing
their own.
Connect: Identify cohesive links in a
model piece of writing, and discuss
their purpose, impact on the text and
impact on the reader (pronouns,
conjunctions, fronted adverbials).
Create sentences about the giant and
extend using a range of conjunctions,
consider and discuss the impact of
these ready for their first draft.
Create: Create 1st paragraph, using
collaborative write to link ideas
together. Boss mark. Create a 2nd
paragraph, using cohesive links. Peer
mark.
Introduction and conclusion:
Collect: Generate ideas of general
content which would be suitable for the

Writing:
4.3 I can place the possessive
apostrophe accurately in words with
regular plurals (for example, girls’,
boys’) and in words with irregular
plurals (for example, children’s)
girls’/girl’s giant’s/ giants’
4.19 I understand the grammatical
difference between plural and
possessive s.
4.9 I can organise paragraphs around a
theme in narratives, creating settings,
character and plot.
4.12 I can proof-read to ensure
accuracy for spelling and punctuation in
my work and others’ work.
4.15 I can use fronted adverbials (for
example, Later that day, I heard the
bad news).
I can use commas after fronted
adverbials.
At sunset, the giants leave their homes
and forage for food. Without warning,
the giant leaps upon its prey and rips it
limb from limb.
4.16 I can indicate possession by using
the possessive apostrophe with plural
nouns (for example, the girl’s name, the
girls’ names).
4.21 I can expand noun phrases by the
addition of modifying adjectives, nouns
and preposition phrases (for example,
the teacher expanded to: the strict
maths teacher with curly hair).
The famous Friendfeaster is a peculiar
type of cave giant.

Reading:
4.3: listening to and

To inform
and entertain
– for real,
online
readers to
enjoy.

Developing paragraphing
through topic sentences,
development of further
detail and concluding
sentences.
Use of causal, adding,
subordinating and coordinating conjunctions to
link sentences.
Use of sub-headings
Linked opening and
ending.
Specific genre skills and
key features:
Technical/subject specific
vocabulary, present and
past tense as appropriate,
sentence structures and
use of pronouns to
develop clarity and
precision, expanded noun
and adjectival phrases for
detail and precision,
linked opening and
closing

introduction and conclusion, using the
WAGOLL. Look at use of summarising to
draw the text together. Analyse WAGOLL
for cohesive links across the text.
Focus on the links made in opening and
closing paragraphs- repeated phrases,
answering a question etc…
Connect: Children to generate their own
phrases, and questions / answers,
combining the ideas for content
previously generated.
Create: Children to create an opening
and closing which links, using the
repeated phrases. Redraft following
Michaela group feedback.
Children to draft a completed piece and
then publish.

discussing a wide range of
fiction, poetry, plays,
non-fiction and reference
books or textbooks
4.6: increasing their
familiarity with a wide
range of books, including
fairy stories, myths and
legends, and retelling
some of these orally
4.7 Identifying themes and
conventions in a wide
variety of texts.
4.9 discussing words and
phrases that capture the
reader’s imagination.
4.11 checking that the
text makes sense to them,
discussing their
understanding and
explaining the meaning of
words in context
4.15: identifying main
ideas drawn from more than
one paragraph and
summarising these
4.16: identifying how
language, structure and
presentation contribute to
meaning

